Crossword: Together & Concurrent

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. go with someone
4. a way of looking at things
5. connection (or restraints)
9. coming soon, imminent
10. something large, or the larger part of something
12. living at the same time as someone else
15. service (often religious), or a government office in some countries
19. limited to a certain area
20. hanging down
21. ability, or the amount something can hold
22. in the same way

Down
2. movement to a different place
3. to be made up of or include
6. things to be bought or sold (especially crops, metals, etc.)
7. collect or bring together
8. length of time something will last
11. occurring at the same time
13. limits or controls
14. brought together
16. agreement
17. generous (or not conservative)
18. change
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